
Acer Tablets a Clear Favourite Among Students

A suburban Melbourne Catholic school has found that even with a host of other options, the Acer Iconia series 
is the first choice of students.

Executive summary

This Melbourne private school had a strong focus on IT already, and when 
it designed and deployed a new network of devices and laptops for students, 
hand held devices were intended to be a critical part. 

St Peter’s East Bentleigh knows how important technology is. Located in the southeast 

suburbs of Melbourne, the Catholic primary school’s mission statement itself recognises 

how crucial computing is to young minds, saying, ‘There is a strong focus in Literacy and 

Numeracy while also aiming to develop Technological capabilities.’

 Making such a philosophy reality means that working with technology partners like Acer is 

a pivotal part of the day for ICT and network administration teacher Arch Cochrane, his team, 

and St Peter’s East Bentleigh teachers. As a result, most of the students at the school have 

1:1 access to digital devices.

 The school has an extensive computer network, e-learning centre and multimedia 

learning space, and Mr Cochrane used Acer solutions to complete the picture for the year 

six students’ requirements. After coordinating trials for other devices across the school, he 

knew St Peter’s East Bentleigh needed a device that fulfilled all the needs of the school’s 

most senior year.

 Through national education sector reseller Learning With Technologies, Acer provided a 

fleet of Windows 8-powered Acer Iconia W510 tablets to the school on a trial basis in 2013. 

After his experience with other brand devices, Mr Cochrane knew a seamless fit with the 

existing school ICT environment was the first step.

 “We needed multimodal devices, not just one platform,” he reports. “We already had six 

desktops in every classroom plus several labs and a set of wireless devices in each area. 

We decided to trial the W510 because it had the functionality of a computer and the value 

of being a tablet at the same time.”

The perfect technology fit

 As we’ve found with so many other schools, one of the aspects students and teachers 

respond to most about the Iconia W510 is its dual form factor nature.

 “The keyboard dock was essential,” Mr Cochrane agrees. “It gives the students the 

ability to have both platforms, tablet and computer. I did a quick survey of our 88 grade six 

students. All but one of them said that, given a choice of desktops, netbooks, iPads and the 

Iconia tablet, they’d select the tablet.”

 As Mr Cochrane’s informal survey also found, other name-brand devices and form 

factors were often more suitable for junior students. Because year six students had precision 

requirements around online research and using the network resources of the school, the 

Acer Iconia ‘far outweighed the other devices’, he says.
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 Netbooks were popular in past trials, but when it came to true device value the tablets 

outshone them because of the included technologies. “They could take video and photos and 

use them in their work as well,” Mr Cochrane adds. “Another important consideration was that 

the Microsoft Office suite was installed on the devices and our students were proficient users. 

They knew they needed to use their time wisely for what they wanted to achieve and they 

found the tablet far more efficient.

 “It was very mature of them to realise the tablets were better working devices than the 

other equipment they were able to access.”

 Another benefit, particularly for St Peter’s East Bentleigh’s year six girls, was that the feeder 

school for next year’s intake had its own tablet program. It gave many of the girls hand-on 

exposure because of friends or older sisters already using them.

A natural environment

 The Iconias stay at school overnight for charging, but through the day they’re subject to a 

very demanding, rough-and-tumble environment, one Mr Cochrane says they’ve more than 

stood up to. “They’re still in good shape. A certain amount of breakage is acceptable and 

when it comes to a device with a removable part you’d think they’d break but we haven’t 

had any problems yet.”

 He’s also impressed with the longevity of the battery. When Acer spoke to Mr Cochrane 

about his experience with the Iconia on a Tuesday, the St Peter’s East Bentleigh fleet had 

last been charged the previous Friday and the batteries of several units were still half full.

 Even better, technology partner Learning With Technologies were behind the school each 

step of the way. “If there were any issues during the initial trial period they just replaced them 

immediately,” he says. “Even after the trial was over we had a breakage where a student 

accidentally dropped a tablet, and LWT covered the cost.”

 But the real value has been in the pride of ownership Mr Cochrane’s seen the students 

take in the Iconia devices. “The devices belong to them, they’re not shared around the 

school, so they really take care of their own,” he says.

 Combined with the Iconia’s mobility, an unexpected but happy consequence has been 

an erosion of the formerly rigid physical structure of students’ work areas. Their own device 

– not the physical environment – becomes their classroom. “Most of our classes are open 

planned and if you walk around the school you’ll see students in the halls using mobile 

devices in most learning spaces. They can sit in groups and work collaboratively or work 

on their own. Having the W510s in the senior learning space has allowed the students to 

move freely around their area, not locking them down to one location.”

Beyond the trial

 After the initial trial period, the St Peter’s East Bentleigh Iconia fleet had more than proven 

itself to Mr Cochrane, staff and students – so much so that nobody wanted to give them back.

 “They were that good we didn’t send them back, we actually bought them,” he says. 

Along with the original 26 devices of the trial, the school purchased 26 more for a lower 

grade. The students who were due for a second four-week trial enjoyed their devices for 

the remainder of 2013, and haven’t looked back. n 
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